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1.

ROGER, Eugène

1807 – 1840

French School
PREPARATORY STUDY FOR “GHOULS”, 1828
Black chalk, some graphite, and white heightening on heavyweight, grayish wove paper. No watermark. 6 1/2” x 8 1/2” (16.5 x
21.6 cm). Signed and dated lower left: Roger 1828. On verso: drapery study with white heightening and sketch of a woman in
Renaissance costume. Some inscriptions.

Note: Eugène Roger had a short but very promising career. At age 22 he won the second Prix de Rome; at age 24 he
exhibited for the first time at the Salon; at age 30 he won the first Prix de Rome. During his stay at the Villa Medici
he painted the portrait of his fellow pensionnaire, the architect Victor Baltard (1805-1874), and he became good
friends with the artist Hippolyte Flandrin (1809-1864).
ROGER, Eugène | Preparatory Study for “Ghouls”
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2.

SUCHODOLSKI, January or Janvier

1797 – 1875

Polish School
MOUNTED ARAB RIDER IN DESERT LANDSCAPE WITH SKELETONS, 1830
Graphite on off-white wove paper. 5 1/4” x 8 3/8” (13.3 x 21.9 cm), irregular left edge. Partial watermark at lower right corner: a
branch with leaves. Signed and dated at lower right corner in graphite: 1830 January. Inscribed in graphite along bottom edge
of drawing: Lec latawise bialonagi, trupy uragany zdrogi—(?); translation: Fly, white footed “kite,” skeletons and hurricanes
out of the way (possibly by Stowacki).

Note: Born in Grodno, January Suchodolski came to Rome in 1831 and studied under Horace Vernet (1789 - 1863)
at the Villa Medici. In 1847 he followed Vernet to St. Petersburg, assisting his master with the execution of several
large paintings commissioned by Czar Nicholas.
SUCHODOLSKI, January | Mounted Arab Rider in Desert Landscape with Skeletons					
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3.

FRATIN, Christophe

1801 – 1864

French School
VULTURE AND DEAD MAN, circa 1840
Bronze with chocolate-brown patina on a rectangular self-base. Height from bottom of self-base to tip of wing: 9 1/4” (23.5
cm). Width of wingspan: 9” (23 cm). Depth from front of base to tail feathers: 6 1/2” (16.5 cm). Signature cold stamped on
right edge of base: FRATIN.

Note: As the son of a taxidermist, Christophe Fratin knew about animal anatomy from an early age. He studied
first under Charles-Augustin Pioche (1762-1839) in his native town of Metz and thereafter moved to Paris where
he studied with Théodore Géricault (1791-1824).
Along with Antoine-Louis Barye and Pierre-Jules Mène, Fratin was a leading animalier sculptor. Stylistically,
Fratin differed from his contemporaries; he did not model his domestic animals to the same dramatic degree as
Barye, nor with the precision characteristic of Mène’s sporting subjects. Less concerned with rendering exact
anatomical detail, Fratin instead captured the energy, movement, and lively spirit of the animals he portrayed, and
he was noted for his idiosyncratic subject matter.
FRATIN, Christophe | Vulture and Dead Man
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4.

SCHLÜTER, E.

active 1850s

Austrian School
VANITAS. SKULL WITH CANDLE AND WATCH, 1851
Oil on canvas. 16 1/2” x 21” (42.3 x 53 cm). Signed and dated in black oil at lower left: E. Schlüter 1851.
Exhibition: To Be, or Not to Be: Four Hundred Years of Vanitas Painting, Flint Institute of Arts, Flint, MI, 2006, Plate 65.

Note: E. Schlüter is not listed in any of the standard artists’ dictionaries. It seems to us unlikely that a painter of
such high quality remained unrecorded. Since the present painting comes from Vienna, it is possible that the artist
worked in Prague, which had a large German speaking population and in 1851 was part of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire. Works coming from Central Europe by artists, who did not study or make their mark in Western Europe,
often fail to be included in standard reference books.

SCHLÜTER, E. | Vanitas. Skull with Candle and Watch
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5.

PRADIER, Jean-Jacques, called James

1790 – 1852

French School
PANDORA, after 1856
Bronze with dark brown patina. Height, from bottom of self-base to top of tiara: 38” (96.5 cm). Signature incised after casting
on right side of self-base: Pradier.
Bronze with dark brown patina, mounted to circular black marble base. Height, from bottom of base to top of tiara: 17” (43.2
cm). Signature incised on left side of bronze base: Pradier scpt.
PRADIER, Jean-Jacques, called James | Pandora					
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Note: Pradier conceived Pandora at the same time as the sculptures La Sagesse and Anacréon. The three figures in
classical draperies reflect the mid-century fervor for authentic classical details. Typically, Pandora’s jar is decorated
with Greek motifs. A semi-life-size sculpture Pandora was exhibited at the Salon of 1850. One year later, it was
shown at the Universal Exhibition in London. At the artist’s estate sale in 1852, a plaster model for a statuette was
sold, together with reproduction rights, to the founder Labrouë, who began editing Pandora in 1856.
The story of Pandora was first told by Hesiod. After Prometheus had stolen the heavenly fire, Zeus looked
for revenge. He had Hephaestus create a woman endowed with beauty and gifts given by the gods, wherefore
she was called “all-gifted”. She became the wife of Epimetheus, the brother of Prometheus. Zeus had given her a
mysterious box, and when she opened it, all the woes of the world flew out. Although she hastily closed the lid,
only Hope remained in the bottom.
Later, the story was told in many variations. Pradier chose to depict the ambiguity of Pandora by modeling
one half of her body veiled, hiding the unfortunate mysteries, the other part unveiled, showing her alluring beauty.
Thus Pradier’s Pandora stands for the duplicity of beauty and fatal attraction, a subject favored by Symbolists later
in the century.
REFERENCES:
Stanislas Lami, Dictionnaire des sculpteurs de l’école française, vol. 8, 8 vols. (Nendeln, Liechtenstein: Kraus Reprint, 1970),
110.
Jacques de Caso, Statues de chair: Sculptures de James Pradier (1790 - 1852) (Paris: Éditions de la réunion des musées
nationaux, 1986), 162-163, cat. no. 81, ill.

PRADIER, Jean-Jacques, called James | Pandora					
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6.

ROPS, Félicien

1833 – 1898

Belgian School
DEATH PENALTY, circa 1859
(La peine de mort)
Black chack on papier calque lined with white wove paper. 18 3/8” x 12 1/16” (46.7 x 30.5 cm). Collection marks at lower right:
JO (encircled) and CD (encircled). Inscribed in graphite at lower left: La peine de mort. Exsteens 530; Rouir 611, 831.

Note: The abolition of the death penalty was a big issue in France in the 1860s. In Belgium, the painter Antoine
Wiertz and the writer Charles de Coster, Rops’ friend, were actively involved in the campaign. Félicien Rops wrote
in 1879, referring to the present drawing: “I hate drawings with a philosophical or preaching message. But in this
context I find the drawing ‘amusing’.” A fully realized black chalk drawing, published with the date of 1859, is in
the collection of the Musée Rops in Namur. That drawing served later as a model for the lithograph, and in 1891
for a heliogravure.
ROPS, Félicien | Death Penalty					
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7.

CARPEAUX, Jean-Baptiste

1827 – 1875

French School
EVE TEMPTED, 1874
(Eve tentée)
Bronze with greenish-black patina, mounted to olive-green marble base with rotation mount, inscribed FIZEL AINE DEPOSE
which has been fixed to it and gilded during casting. Overall height: 32” (81.3 cm); height from bottom of base to tip of the
snake/child’s finger: 27 15/16” (70.9 cm); diameter of circular base: 9 1/2” (24.1 cm). Title, signature, and date incised on front
of base: EVE TENTÉE/JBte Carpeaux 1874.

Note: In 1874, during his stay with his longtime friend, the painter Bruno Chérier (1817 - 1888), in Montparnasse,
Carpeaux worked on this model. The inspiration for the composition could very well have come from sixteenth
century sources, such as Titian’s The Fall of Man, in the Prado Museum. The serpent figure takes the form of a
cherubic child, whose lower extremities are replaced by a serpent’s body. The present cast is comparable to the cast
illustrated in Pierre Kjellberg’s Les Bronzes du XIXe Siècle Dictionaire dès Sculpteurs, 1987. The cast is captioned
as being a lifetime cast, and like the present cast it bears no flourish at the end of the name. The casts of propriété
Carpeaux do bear the flourish.
CARPEAUX, Jean-Baptiste | Eve Tempted
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8.

SARTORIO, Giulio Aristide

1860 – 1932

Italian School
FIGURE TIED TO CRUCIFIX WITH FOUR BIRDS, PERCHED, circa 1890/1910
Ink on paper. 8 1/8” x 6 13/16” (20.6 x 17.3 cm). Stamped: SG and Giulio Aristide Sartorio.

Note: Giulio Aristide Sartorio was one of the most celebrated decorative painters in Italy in the years leading up
to World War I, as exemplified by his most prominent commission: a mural cycle for the Chamber of Deputies, in
Italy’s parliament building, the Palazzo Montecitorio, Rome. Comprised of over 50 panels in encaustic, rather than
fresco or oil, The Italian People (1908-1912) is an allegory of the history of Italy’s civilization. Filled with over 200
nude and semi-nude figures striking dramatic poses, the frieze is intended to symbolize the values and struggles
of the Risorgimento movement, which led to the country’s unification in 1870.
Sartorio’s dynamic style is indebted not only to Italian masters such as Caravaggio (1571-1610), but he was
also drawn to the dramatic, often macabre, imagery of Symbolist artists, particularly that of Arnold Böcklin (18271901). He also shared aesthetic and theoretical affinities with Pre-Raphaelite artists including John Everett Millais,
William Holman Hunt (see cat. no. 26), and Edward Burne-Jones, all of whom he met while traveling in England
in 1893.
SARTORIO, Giulio Aristide | Figure Tied to Crucifix with Four Birds, Perched					
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9.

HIRÉMY-HIRSCHL, Adolf

1860 – 1933

Hungarian School
STUDY FOR “PROMETHEUS”, 1892
Oil on canvas. 27 3/4” x 13 3/4” (70.5 x 35 cm).

Note: Adolf Hirschl was born in Temesvár. At the age of eighteen, he received a scholarship to attend the Vienna
Academy. In 1882, he won the Prix de Rome. After returning to Vienna, he produced a large-scale canvas The
Plague in Rome (1884). This was the beginning of a highly successful career with numerous commissions for
historical and Symbolist works. In 1898, Hirschl permanently settled in Rome and at this point added “Hirémy” to
his name. The present work is a study for Prometheus, which was exhibited at the Künstlerhaus in Vienna in 1892.
The source of the subject is Aeschylus’s Prometheus Bound (479 BCE - 424 BCE), in which Prometheus is visited by
the Undines. They are included in the finished version. However, in the present oil sketch, the Undines are not yet
realized. Instead, a red-headed female figure looms over the scene of Prometheus, corpses, and the birds of Jove.
HIRÉMY-HIRSCHL, Adolf | Study for “Prometheus”					
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10.

ZICHY, Mihály

1827 – 1906

Hungarian School
ILLUSTRATION TO THE BALLAD “SMOKE” (Füst) BY JANOS ARANY (1817-1882), 1892/97
Brown and black wash, black chalk, graphite, and lead white on mediumweight, white wove paper with truncated corners.
No watermark. 10 1/8” x 6 5/8” (25.7 x 17 cm). Inscribed in graphite at lower left: Füst. Marked in red at lower right: B (3?).

Note: Highly recommended by his Viennese teacher Ferdinand Waldmüller, Mihály Zichy arrived at the Russian
court in St. Petersburg in 1847; twelve years later he was officially appointed court painter where he recorded
numerous balls, parades, hunting scenes, and receptions. In addition, his illustrations to Goethe’s Faust and
Byron’s Don Juan made him famous throughout Europe. Zichy’s drawings for Janos Arany’s ballads are reprinted
in popular editions in Hungary to this day.
ZICHY, Mihály | Illustration to the Ballad “Smoke” (Füst)					
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11.

LÉVY-DHURMER, Lucien

1865 – 1953

French School
THE TERROR, circa 1898
(L’effroi)
Pastel on paper. 15 3/4” x 12 1/2” (40 x 31.8 cm). Signed lower right: LEVY DHURMER.

Note: Lucien Levy-Dhurmer was born in Algiers into a Jewish family. It is not evident, when he or his family
moved to France. To differentiate himself from numerous other Levys, he adopted a part of his mother’s maiden
name (Goldhumer). His education did not follow the routine path of École des Beaux Arts, Prix de Rome, and
Salon debut. Instead, after studying with Raphael Collin for a few months, Levy-Dhurmer became a potter. He was
artistic director in the manufactory of Clément Massier on the Côte d’Azur for eight years, inventing new forms
and techniques and signing his work L. Levy. After a row with Massier he left and went to Italy around 1895. The
encounter with Italian Renaissance art was to influence him for the rest of his life.
LÉVY-DHURMER, Lucien | The Terror					
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12.

MÜLLNER, Josef

1879 – 1968

Austrian School
MEDUSA, 1918
Bronze on square self-base with brown patination. Height, from bottom of self-base to top of head: 9 7/8” (25 cm); width,
from left to right curve of hair: 6” (15.2 cm); depth, from tip of snake in front to curve of hair in back: 6” (15.2 cm). Signature
incised at right side of self-base: J. MÜLLNER/1918.

Note: Josef Müllner was born in Baden near Vienna. The local museum of Baden (Städtische Sammlungen, Archiv,
Rollettmuseum) preserves a collection of models and small sculptures by the artist. Müllner studied with Kaspar
Zumbusch and Edmund von Hellmer at the Vienna Academy, and won the Prix de Rome in 1903. Upon his return
from Italy he began teaching at the Academy in 1910. In 1922, he became director of the masterclass in sculpture
and between 1926 and 1928 he was director of the Academy.
Medusa was shown in the Spring Exhibition of the Vienna Secession of 1910. The marble head, crowned
with bronze snakes, was mounted on a marble stele. The sculpture was acquired by a member of the family
Wittgenstein for their villa in Neuwaldegg near Vienna. Müllner had previously executed two sculptures for the
Palais Wittgenstein in Vienna: Minotaurus (marble, 1905) and Fight (bronze, 1907). Most of his early commissions
came from private clients (fountains, tomb sculpture); after World War I he created works for the Vienna University
(War Memorial to Students from the Vienna University), for a city park, a hospital, the Academy, etc.
MÜLLNER, Josef | Medusa					
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13.

LEGRAND, Louis-Auguste-Mathieu

1863 – 1951

French School
DRAWING FOR THE COVER OF “POEMES A L’EAU-FORTE”, circa 1914
(An Artist’s Book of Drawings and Etchings)
Black ink, and gray and black wash on mediumweight, off-white wove paper. No watermark. 16 1/16” x 14 1/8” (40.9 x 35.9 cm).
Inscribed at lower center in black chalk: reduit 0.17 cm/de largeur; at upper right in graphite: bon couverture; on mat in black
marker in modern hand: Louis Legrand/Dijon 1863-Gargan 1951.

Note: Poemes a l’eau-forte is an artist’s book of etchings, illustrating a group of poems by Baudelaire, Mallarmé,
Rimbaud, Verlaine, and others. The book was published in 1914 in Paris by Gustave Pellet in an edition of 80
copies, each including 30 etchings, 80 vignettes, and smaller inserts. The present drawing is the design for the cover
before the text.
LEGRAND, Louis | Drawing for the Cover of “Poemes a l’eau-forte”					
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14.

ALASTAIR (Hans Henning Voigt)

1887 – 1969

German School
WEALTHY WOMAN WITH PARASOL AND POOR WOMAN WITH CHILD, circa 1920s
Ink, gouache, and traces of graphite on mediumweight, blue paper faded to tannish blue laid to card. 12 3/4” x 9 15/16” (32.5 x
25.2 cm).

Note: The present drawing probably illustrates a particular scene from a novel or opera. Alastair had illustrated
scenes from several operas including Carmen (1920), Tosca (1900), Manon Lescaut (1928), La Dame aux camélias
(1925), and Die Zauberflöte (1925). Similarities in the present drawing to his illustrations for other works
strongly indicate that it dates from the 1920s. The child in the present drawing is nearly identical to the boy in his
illustrations for Sebastian von Storck (1924), and the intricate floral pattern of the gown and umbrella are typical of
his illustrations for Manon Lescaut and La Dame aux camélias.
ALASTAIR | Wealthy Woman with Parasol and Poor Woman with Child 					
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15.

ANISFELD, Boris Israelevich

1879 – 1973

Russian School
NIGHTMARE, circa 1920
Pen and black, blue, and green ink, and gray wash on artist’s board. 15 3/4” x 21 1/2” (40 x 54.7 cm). Signature at lower right
partially destroyed: Boris Anis. On verso inscribed in the artist’s daughter’s hand: Nightmare; stamped: E. H. & A. C. Friedrichs
Co./Artists’ Materials/169 West 57th St. New York; inscribed in graphite: 19; label, inscribed: 346 (inventory list 1973).

Note: The inventory no. 346 is listed as Pen and Ink Drawing, Sketch for a Large Oil. No painting of this subject has
come to light at this time. Most likely the present drawing is identical to a drawing of the same title exhibited in
Chicago in 1932. That exhibition presented a total of twenty-eight works by Anisfeld. The art supplier’s board came
from a shop near Anisfeld’s studio and apartment at 200 West 57th Street, where he lived in the 1920s.
Reference:
The Twelfth International Exhibition: Watercolors, Pastels, Drawings and Monotypes (Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago,
1932), cat. no. 191.
ANISFELD, Boris Israelevich | Nightmare					
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16.

LAZARUS, Sidney

1912 – 1973

American School
SANCTUARY, 1938
Ink on lightweight, beige card. No watermark. 11” x 13” (27.9 x 35.3 cm). Signed in black ink lower right: S. Lazarus. On
verso: inscribed in graphite: sanctuary.

Note: Sidney Lazarus’ drawings centered around his private world of fantastic imagery, culled from his life
experience and the knowledge of works by his predecessors Félicien Rops, Odilon Redon, James Ensor, Heinrich
Kley, and Alfed Kubin, amongst others. It is interesting to note how these artists absorbed each other’s visionary
experiences. In 1932, Jean Charlot arranged for a one-man exhibition of Lazarus drawings at the Julien Levy
Gallery. Held in the back room in the same year as Levy’s major ground-breaking exhibition which featured the
work of Pablo Picasso, Max Ernst, Joseph Cornell, and Marcel Duchamp. Clearly, Levy saw the affinity of the young
Lazarus with this group of artists.
LAZARUS, Sidney | Sanctuary					
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17.

LAZARUS, Sidney

1912 – 1973

American School
RIVER CREATURE, 1957
Graphite on medium weight, coated, cream card. No watermark, 24 1/8” x 18 3/16” (61.2 x 46.2 cm). Signed and dated in
graphite lower right: S. Lazarus 57. On verso: ink wash drawing of nude woman and creatures in forest.
LAZARUS, Sidney | River Creature 				
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18.

LAZARUS, Sidney

1912 – 1973

American School
TEA FOR HER SON, 1951.
Pen and ink on medium weight, cream card. No watermark. Sheet dimensions: 12 7/8” x 17 7/8” (35.3 x 45.5 cm); image
dimensions: 12 1/2” x 16 1/4” (31.8 x 41.3 cm). Signed in black ink lower right: S. LAZARUS; inscribed in graphite in upper
right of right margin: a cup of tea. On verso: partial ink and graphite drawing of snake and animals in a temple; inscribed in
graphite in upper margin: tea for her son.

LAZARUS, Sidney | Tea for Her Son					
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19.

REIGL, Judit

1923 – 2020

Hungarian School
VANITAS, 2016
Graphite marker on mediumweight, white wove Canson paper. No watermark. 9 1/2” x 12 9/16” (24.1 x 32 cm). Dated and
monogrammed in graphite lower right: 2016 JR.

Note: In the last years of her life, Judit Reigl, who was celebrated for her abstractions, created new works which
revisited the drawings of her youth. These early drawings were done with half closed eyes. She stated that her new
works are a “return from the visual to the visionary”.

REIGL, Judit | Vanitas					
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The Light
Catalog nos. 20-37

20.

FÜHRICH, Joseph Ritter von

1800 – 1876

Austrian School
JESUS ON THE WAY TO THE MOUNT OF OLIVES WITH JAMES THE GREATER, JOHN, AND PETER
(MATTHEW 26: 36-37), circa 1832
Oil on canvas. 27 1/2” x 36 3/4” (69.9 x 93.3 cm). On verso of frame, inscribed at upper right in white chalk: 2 IV.

Note: Until the age of fifteen Joseph Ritter von Führich drew from nature and under his father’s teaching. When he
went to Prague in 1818, sponsored by the art loving Count Clam-Gallas, he discovered history-painting. In 1824,
he began to publish drawings for Johann Ludwig Tieck’s Genoveva and works by Goethe which eventually enabled
him to go to Rome in 1827 where he enthusiastically entered Johann Friedrich Overbeck’s circle. Convinced that
“all art is Catholic” he became the primary proponent of the Nazarene style in Austria. In 1840, he became a
professor at the Academy in Vienna and many more honorary memberships and medals followed, including
ennoblement as an Austrian Ritter in 1861. The coloration and delineation of the heads and folds of the garments
relate this painting to Führich’s Christ on the Sea, 1832, in the collection of the Oblastiní galerie Liberec.
FÜHRICH, Joseph Ritter von | Jesus on the Way to the Mount of Olives with James the Greater, John, and Peter		
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21.

FÜHRICH, Joseph Ritter von

1800 – 1876

Austrian School
JOSEPH AND HIS BROTHERS, 1864
Gray ink and wash with albumen glaze on four pieces of off-white wove paper glued together to form one sheet. No discernable
watermarks. 18 5/8” x 23 9/16” (47.3 x 59.9 cm) (irregular edges). Signed and dated in black ink, vertically at right center: Jos.
Führich – 1864. On verso in charcoal, wash, and some graphite: a biblical scene (?) with warriors, king and peasants. Typed
on two white rectangular labels on back of mat: Führich, Joseph von / (1800 Kratzau Nordböhmen - / 1876 Wien) / Joseph
wird von seinen / Brüdern verkauft / 475 : 600 mm; lavierte / Tuschpinselzeichnung, auf / festem grauen Zeichenpa- / pier;re.
sign.u.dat:“Jos/Führich 1864”;verso:Bibl. / Szene m. König u. Soldaten. / Bleistiftskizze. (information repeated, inscribed in
graphite on inside of mat).
FÜHRICH, Joseph Ritter von | Joseph and His Brothers					
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22.

GAIL, Wilhelm

1804 – 1890

German School
A PROCESSION OF HOODED MONKS
Graphite on off-white laid paper. No watermark. 9 ¼” x 13 9/32” (23.5 x 33.7 cm). Inscribed in graphite at upper right: 4.
Inscribed in graphite at lower right on verso: x00 (?).

Note: The monks depicted in the present drawing belonged to the Confraternita della Buona Morte.
While he was a student at the Munich Academy (1817 – 1825), Wilhelm Gail married the sister of his
teacher, the famous battle scene painter Peter Hess. With his early interest in architecture, he preferred city and
architectural views which he primarily drew in chalk. From 1822 to 1827 Gail travelled to Piedmont, Savoy, Rome,
and Naples, accumulating a great number of sketches from which he executed a number of paintings. In 1830 he
went to Paris and on to Normandy, in 1831 to Venice, and in 1832 to Spain, where he remained for 16 months.
From that time, Spanish subjects and architecture constituted most of his work. He spent the rest of his life in
Munich.
GAIL, Wilhelm | A Procession of Hooded Monks					
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23.

SCHIRMER, Johann Wilhelm

1807 – 1863

German School
MARY MAGDALEN IN IDEALIZED LANDSCAPE, circa 1840s
Black chalk and some white heightening on off-white wove paper. No watermark. 10 ¾” x 16 ½” (27.3 x 41.9 cm). On verso
inscribed in graphite in modern hand at lower right: 134 Schirmer; black circular collector’s stamp at lower left: PA (Lugt no.
2067b).
Ex-collection P. Arndt
Sale: C. G. Boerner, 1934; Karl & Faber, Auktion 150, Nov. 28, 1979, cat. no. 134, ill.

Note: A student of the Düsseldorf Academy, Johann Wilhelm Schirmer studied historical painting under Wilhelm
von Schadow. Later, he came under the influence of Carl Friedrich Lessing and embraced landscape painting,
composing historical landscapes in the manner of Nicolas Poussin. He is renowned as one of the major artists of
the Düsseldorf Academy.
SCHIRMER, Johann Wilhelm | Mary Magdalen in Idealized Landscape 				
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24.

SCHEFFER, Ary

1795 – 1858

French School
SAINT MONICA AND SAINT AUGUSTINE, 1846 or after
Oil on panel. 13 7/8” x 10 7/16” (35.2 x 26.5 cm). Signed in red oil at lower left: Ary Scheffer.
Formerly: Heim Gallery, London.
Exhibitions: Art Pompier: Anti-Impressionism, Emily Lowe Gallery, Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY, 1974; Romanticism
in Art, Miami University Museum, 2001; Telling Tales II, Dahesh Museum of Art, NY, 2001-2002
SCHEFFER, Ary | Saint Monica and Saint Augustine					
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Note: The present painting is a reduction of Scheffer’s painting exhibited at the Salon of 1846. The painting impressed
contemporaries, and it was one of his most popular pictures. An enthusiastic contemporary critic, Alexandre
Houssaye, called the painting a masterpiece. Viewers admired the subject as well as his masterful rendering. In
the Salon livret of that year, a brief quotation from St. Augustine’s Confessions (book IX, ch. X) accompanied the
painting:
We were discoursing then together, alone, very sweetly; and forgetting those things which are behind,
and reaching forth unto those things which are before, we were enquiring between ourselves in the
presence of the Truth, which Thou art, of what sort the eternal life of the saints was to be, which eye
hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither has entered into the heart of man.
This warm exchange between Augustine and his mother took place near a window overlooking the garden of a
house in Ostia, Italy, shortly before her death in the year 387. She devoted her life to prayer and through patience and
counsel saw her son convert to Christianity and become baptized before her death. Because she was instrumental
in converting her son Augustine to Christianity, she served as a role model for mothers to inculcate religious fervor
in their children.
Queen Marie-Amélie, whose portrait Scheffer painted, owned the original painting (1846) that has been
in the Tate Gallery since 1885. Smaller later variations are in Dordrecht (1849) and the Louvre (1855). In each,
the facial features of Saint Monica differ because he tended to lend his sitters’ features to the saint. Scheffer’s
representation lacks any attributes of the saints, which is typical of mid-nineteenth-century religious pictures.

SCHEFFER, Ary | Saint Monica and Saint Augustine					
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25.

STEINLE, Edward von

1810 – 1886

Austrian School
HEAD OF ST. BONIFACE, study for MADONNA WITH SAINTS AUGUSTINE AND BONIFACE, circa 1846
Red chalk, graphite, and white gouache on medium-weight, brown wove paper, No watermark. 12 1/2” x 11 1/16” (31.8 x 28.1
cm).

Note: The present drawing is a study for the head of St. Boniface, a Benedictine monk, for a watercolor painting.
This watercolor first belonged to the papal ambassador, Monsignor Viale Prela, and then passed into the collection
of Alexander Flinsch in Berlin. In the same year, an oil painting (location unknown) was done for Lord Ellesmere,
possibly Francis Egerton (1800-1857), the first Earl of Ellesmere, a founding trustee of the National Portrait
Gallery in London. The finished painting, a sacra conversazione inspired by the Italian Renaissance, features the
Madonna and Christ child with Saints Augustine and Boniface. St. Boniface founded monasteries and schools
around Germany and is known as the “Apostle of Germany.” In 744 CE, he became archbishop of Mainz, and was
later martyred in Holland. St. Augustine, a sixth-century monk, founded monasteries in England and was known
as the “Apostle of England.” These titles, “Apostle of Germany” and “Apostle of England,” were written below the
saints in the painting. A similar preparatory drawing for the head of St. Augustine for the same work is in the
collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
STEINLE, Edward von | Head of St. Boniface 				
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26.

HUNT, William Holman

1827 – 1910

English School
STUDY FOR “ONE TOUCH OF NATURE,” circa 1878
Pen and sepia ink with pencil. 6” x 4 ¼” (15.2 x 10.8 cm).
Provenance: by descent from the artist’s family to Hilary Holman Hunt; bought Christie’s, 28 July 1965 by the Hon Christopher
Lennox-Boyd
Exhibition: Three Centuries of British Art, Shepherd & Derom Galleries, New York, September 30th – October 22nd, 2011,
cat. no. 16, ill.

Note: In the title of this work, William Holman Hunt quotes from Ulysses’ famous speech in the third act of
Shakespeare’s play Troilus and Cressida in which Ulysses proclaims, “One touch of nature makes the whole world
kin” (III. iii. 175-80.). This sketch, which fashions Hunt’s wife Edith and daughter Gladys in the classic form of
the Madonna and child in a tondo, has been interpreted as a private meditation on family life (Edith was a sister
of Hunt’s deceased first wife, Fanny). Hunt completed several other works incorporating his family, including
another drawing in silverpoint and pencil that is also entitled “One Touch of Nature” (Bonham’s, March 1, 2011)
and the etching The Father’s Leave-Taking in 1879. The Madonna and child motif may have stemmed from similar
reliefs by Italian artists like Luca Signorelli (1445-1523) and Luca della Robbia (1435-1525), who were represented
in Hunt’s collection.
HUNT, William Holman | Study for “One Touch of Nature”					
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27.

DORÉ, Gustave

1823 – 1883

French School
CHRIST TIED TO A COLUMN (The Flagellation, John 19:1; Jesus Scourged at the Pillar, Matthew 27:26), circa
1866
Black and brown ink wash with India white heightening. 14” x 12 ¼” (35.56 x 31.1 cm). Inscribed on verso at center right in
brown ink beneath brown watercolor brush stroke: Lgt plus les frais Vente Michel G. Doré no 614.
Formerly: Michel G. Doré

Note: This ink wash drawing is a study for Gustave Doré’s ambitious project to illustrate the Sainte Bible (Holy
Bible). From 1862 - 1866, Doré created 228 illustrations for first edition of the illustrated La Sainte Bible selon la
Vulgate (1866). The evident success of the Bible illustrations spurred on related projects of religious material. The
Bible was published in two volumes presenting the illustrations at regular intervals thus sometimes preceding the
corresponding scripture. The illustration connected to the present drawing is associated with a passage from St.
Jean (John) 19:1: “Then Pilate therefore took Jesus, and scourged him.” It is often referred to as the Flagellation, or
the Scourge for it is the moment when the soldiers whip Jesus adorned with a crown of thorns and a purple robe
and at the pillar. 										
DORÉ, Gustave | Christ Tied to a Column					
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28.

LEGROS, Alphonse

1837 – 1911

French School
FIGURES WITH A NET IN A STREAM
Oil on carton. Painted wooden strip attached along top of the painting with backing on reverse. Size including the extension:
20 ½” x 30 7/8” (52 x 83.5 cm). Signed in red oil at lower left: A. Legros. On verso: oil painting, allegory of the Passion.

Note: Alphonse Legros was a prolific and highly skilled nineteenth century artist with a penchant for working
across an array of artistic media and subject matter throughout the duration of his career. He was closely associated
with what Michael Fried called the ‘generation of 1863,’ which describes the group that participated in the Salon des
Refusés in Paris, including Édouard Manet, Henri Fantin-Latour and James Whistler. Legros nevertheless stands
apart for his persistent emphasis on technique, his expatriate status and mentorship of younger artists, and his
commitment to a unique style of genre painting punctuated by elements of stark realism.

LEGROS, Alphonse | Figures with a Net in a Stream					
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29.

COUTURE, Thomas

1815 – 1879

French School
MONK CONTEMPLATING A SKULL, circa 1875
Oil on canvas. 39 1/2” x 32” (100.3 x 81.2 cm). Signed with initials at lower left: T. C. On verso of canvas, stamp: toiles et
peintures fabriqué des couleurs fines de Forge-Carpentier/6 rue Halévy/62 rue...Paris. Tableaux Encadrements.
Ex-collection: Family of the artist; Charles Noël, sale, Paris, Hôtel Drouot, 23 February 1891, no. 10 (Lugt no. 49666); Henry
Rittenberg, American painter, b. 1879; his family by descent.

Note: In his catalog of Couture’s works, Roger Ballu wrote of the present work:
If you thought that he had fallen below his own standards, only look at the masterly facture and
almost terrifying stillness of his Monk Contemplating a Skull, a work worth a place in a gallery of
Spanish painters, whose mysterious and somber compositions seem to be inspired by the flaming
stakes of the Inquisition...Couture has, with this painting, confirmed his artistic powers.
COUTURE, Thomas | Monk Contemplating a Skull					
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30.

SARGENT, John Singer R.A.

1856 – 1925

American School
CRUCIFIX
Maquette for the 1/3 scale model for Triumph of Religion, Boston Public Library, circa 1895/99
Polychrome plaster. Height: 31 1/8” (79.1 cm); width: 24 3/8” (69.1 cm); depth from back of cross to front of figure’s forehead:
3 1/2” (8.9 cm).
Ex-collection: Violet Ormond (née Sargent); The Community of the Resurrection (Mirfield, West Yorkshire, United Kingdom).

Note: For further information please see the catalog: A Rediscovered Maquette by John Singer Sargent http://www.
shepherdgallery.com/pdf/sargent.pdf
SARGENT, John Singer R.A. | Crucifix					
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31.

ZICHY, Mihály

1827 – 1906

Hungarian School
DEATH OF A POET
Crayon and estompe on ivory wove paper mounted to card. No watermark. 12 ¼” x 14” (31.1 x 35. 6 cm).

ZICHY, Mihály | Death of a Poet					
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32.

SOLOMON, Simeon

1840 – 1905

English School
PRIEST, 1896
Watercolor and some body color on artist’s board. 13 7/8” x 10 3/16” (35.2 x 26 cm). Signed and dated in black body color at
lower right: SIMEON/SOLOMON/1896.
Formerly: Lechertier, Barbe & Co., London.

Note: In this late work by Simeon Solomon, the artist depicts a priest holding a liturgical vessel in the exaltation.
While the same scene from Solomon’s watercolor, The Mystery of Faith, from 1870 (Lady Lever Collection, Cheshire)
is reiterated here, the composition is cropped so that the priest fills the picture plane. This work indicates the artist’s
persistent interest in religious ritual and Catholicism in his late career.
SOLOMON, Simeon | Priest					
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33.

CARSE, Andreas Duncan

1876 – 1938

English School
HEROD LOOKING AT THE HEAD OF S. JOHN, BAPTIST,
circa 1903
Pen and ink on gessoed card. 14 3/4” x 9 7/8” (37.5 x 25.1 cm). Monogrammed in black ink at lower left: ADC. On verso, inscribed
in pencil: 2 (enclosed in a circle)/HEROD/(Gesso)/77 Mr. Kent. Printed exhibition label, with additional inscriptions in black
ink, on verso of frame: Memorial Exhibition/“Herod Looking at Head of S. John, Baptist.”/DUNCAN CARSE/1876-1938/THE
ART GALLERY READING/January 7th to 28th, 1939/2 guas. 30.1.39/LR Kent.

Note: A. Duncan Carse is probably best known for his fantastical illustrations for Lucy M. Scott’s Dewdrops from
Fairyland (1912) and for an edition, published in the same year of Hans Christian Andersen’s Fairy Tales. He also
worked on a larger scale, producing delicately rendered and detailed ceiling paintings of vegetation, animals, and
athletic games for the Detroit Athletic Club in 1915, and later he created two large panels of Birds of the Old World
and Birds of the New World, for the First-Class Dining Room of the RMS Queen Mary.
CARSE, Andreas Duncan | Herod Looking at the Head of S. John, Baptist					
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34.

LÖEFFLER, Bertold

1874 – 1960

Austrian School
SAINT SEBASTIAN, circa 1920/30
Charcoal and watercolor on heavy weight, white, wove paper. No watermark. 10 7/16” x 8” (26.4 x 20.3 cm). Titled in charcoal
at lower margin: ST. SEBASTIAN; artist’s estate stamp at lower right margin. On verso, inscribed in blue crayon: 44.

Note: Bertold Löeffler, one of the most prominent artists of the Wiener Werkstätte, practiced painting, poster
design, illustration, and ceramics. Most notable are his commissions for the Palais Stoclet in Brussels and the
Fledermaus Cabaret in Vienna.
The present watercolor of St. Sebastian, with the angel bearing a banner inscribed “ora pro nobis” (pray for
us), cannot be attributed to a particular project. It was part of a suite of watercolors of saints. Whether they were
illustrations or to be made into murals is unknown at this time. The figure of Sebastian stands on a mount and is
posed and rendered as if reminiscent of a ceramic sculpture.
LÖEFFLER, Bertold | Saint Sebastian					
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35.

GILL, Eric

1882 – 1940

English School
ST. THOMAS’S DOUBT
Red ink and graphite on papier calque, squared and numbered in graphite. Sight: 4 1/2” x 3 3/4” (11.5 x 9.5 cm).

Note: The present drawing seems to be a design for a relief, a form Gill used often in his sculptural work. The
subject appears to be St. Thomas’s Doubt. A kneeling figure of St. Thomas with a raised hand was used by Eric Gill
for the design of the initial A in 1931. The present drawing depicts a kneeling figure with a raised hand (“reach
hither thy hand and thrust it into my side”, St. John, 20:27) and hatching indicates the space to be carved out to
make the gesture more significant.
It is not known at this point, whether the sculpture was ever executed. Judith Collins, the author of the
catalog accompanying the first major retrospective of Eric Gill’s sculpture (Barbican Art Gallery, London, 1993)
wrote in her preface: “It is surprising how many sculptures by Gill, well documented at the time of their execution,
have since vanished without a trace.”
GILL, Eric | St. Thomas’s Doubt					
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36.

BOUTET DE MONVEL, Bernard

1881 – 1949

French School
THEN A CANDLE IS LIT, circa 1920/25
Graphite on medium weight off-white card; Extra Fine Bristol monogram stamp embossed at lower right. 12 3/8” x 18 7/8”
(31.45 x 47.95 cm). Artist’s monogram in graphite lower right: [Reversed B]MB; inscribed in artist’s hand in graphite below
image: Ensuite on allume un cierge (Then a candle is lit).

Note: According to Boutet de Monvel scholar, Stéphane-Jacques Addade, the specific geometric nature of this
drawing and the inclusion of the artist’s monogram is typical of Boutet de Monvel’s works from the early to mid1920s. Additionally, the presence of the caption indicates its probable use as a magazine illustration. From 19261933, Boutet de Monvel had an exclusive contract with Harper’s Bazaar.
BOUTET DE MONVEL, Bernard | Then a Candle is Lit					
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37.

KUDISCH-ZUBA, Elisabeth

1902 – 1994

Austrian School
OFFERING CANDLES, circa 1950
(Opferkerzen)
Black ballpoint ink on white, lightweight wove paper mounted by artist on grey wove paper. No watermark. 7 3/8” x 5 1/2”
(18.74 x 13.97 cm). Estate stamp in green ink on backing paper at lower right: ELISABETH KUDISCH-ZUBA/ 1902-1994/
NACHLASS. Inscribed in artist’s hand on backing paper: Elisabeth Zuba/ [115] 0 Witzelsbergerg 5/8/ Tel. 92 19 093/ 1.
“Opferkerzen”/ kugelschreiber/ S 500.

Note: The present work, Offering Candles, is typical of the artist’s mid-century drawing style: the draftsmanship
is sketchy and loose, the subject matter is expressionistic and symbolic, and the composition is presented in an
abstracted manner that never loses its representational qualities. These stylistic attributes reflect Kudisch-Zuba’s
artistic lineage and the influences she was exposed to as an artist in early twentieth century Vienna and as an
artistic heir of European modernism. Although little is known about Kudisch-Zuba’s personal life, her training
has been documented: she was a student of painter Franz Cizek as a youth at the Vienna School of Applied Arts
(Universität für angewandte Kunst Wien). Later, Kudisch-Zuba also worked as a teacher of painting at the same
institution, which was founded in 1867 on the principle of dedication to “the modern.”
KUDISCH-ZUBA, Elisabeth | Offering Candles					
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